The exchange current observed at porous metal electrodes potassium beta''-alumina solid electrolytes in alkali metal vapor on sodium or is quantitatively modeled with a multi-step process with good agreement with experimental results. No empirical y adjusted parameters were used, although some physical parameters have poor precision. Steps include 1) electron tunneling from the porous metal electrode surface to alkali ions at the defect block edge; 2) rmrganization consisting of vibrational excitation of the surface bound alkali ions; 3) resorption of alkali metal atoms to the gas phase; 4) tunneling of electrons between alkali atoms and ions along the edge of the defect block to transfer charge away from the three-phase boundary in a random walk; and 5) surface diffusion of ions or atoms away from the defect block edge onto the spine] block edge.
INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL DENJCRIPTION OF TIIE MODEL
It is general] y accepted that heterogeneous electron exchange electrochemical reactions exhibit high rates due to electron transfer via tunneling, but quantitative modeling of real reactions is difficult because of to the complexity of the ancillary processes which precede and follow electron transfer, especially when liquid electrolytes are involvcxi. Gurney proposed that tunneling must play an important role in electrochemical electron transfer reactions. [1 ] This conclusion was extended and more thoroughly treated with the work of Gerischer, and is generally presented in electrochemistry texts, but fundamental models showing quantitative agreement with experiment are lacking.
[2] Some of the problems inherent to solution electrochemistry are eliminated in developing a quantitative model of heterogeneous electron transfer reactions when solid electrolyte/solid electrode/low pressure gas electrochemical systems are investigated, since the mechanics of mass and charge transfer are somewhat simpler. However, other problems arise because an adequately precise definition of electrolyte and electrode morphology is necessary,
DEF1NITION OF TJIE EXCIIANGE CURRENI'
The experimental exchange currents for the reduction and oxidation of alkali metal ions and atoms at porous metal electrodes on alkali metal @"-alumina solid electrolytes (BASE) in low pressure alkali metal vapor have been evaluatcxl over the temperature range from 700 K to 1250 K. [3] [4] [5] We define the exchange current to consist of the equal and opposite redox processes which occur at reaction sites which can contribute to a continuous dc current when the cell is pcr(urbed from the stationary state. Then the reaction zone will be the region where the incoming and outgoing sodium atom fluxes become different when a potential is applied across the cell. If there is no effective transport mode away from a reaction site, the contribution of the exchange current at that reaction site to the dc exchange current is negligible. lmcxd transport of ions or atoms at the reaction site may have important effects on the exchange current, if, for example, Nai ions can diffuse rapidly on the spine] block surface between defect block edges, the effective reaction area at the three-phase boundary would be quadrupled. Note that a frequency exchange current which does not require escape of the reaction product might also be defined, and would be larger. NaO&) * Na+" ~..,lUm)I~,) + e-W,I) *(equilibrium arrows)
Measurements have been made for a variety of electrodes including Mo, Mo/NazMoOd, WRh alloys, WPt alloys, and TiN on sodium fl''-alumina in sodium vapor, as well as for Mo electrodes on potassium p "-alumina in potassium vapor. [3] [4] [5] [6] At typical pressures of alkali metal vapor encountered in these experiments, metal electrodes have an adsorbed less-than-monolayer coverage of the alkali metal. [7] These adsorbed layers result in a substantial decrease in the work function of the electrode. [8-10] All experimental electrode performance data in this paper has previously been reported.
Measurements have been carried out in power producing alkali metal thermal to electric converter (AMTEC) cells where the anode is liquid alkali metal in contact with IIASE The impedance of the liquid metal eleetrode/BASIl interface at high temperatures is negligible. [S, 11 ] The exchange current has been determined from these cells by deconvoluting the contributions of kinetics and transport from the mixed control Faradaic component of the impedance measured 3 as a function of cell potential.
[5] We have reported exchange currents for most of the electrodes described above either referenced to the saturated vapor pressure of the alkali metal, or using an empirical parameter, roughly independent of temperature, which relates the exchange current at any alkali metal vapor pressure to the collision rate of alkali atoms in the vapor with the electrolyte surface. [3, 5] The temperature dependence has been fit to a sen~i-empirical model which relates it to the collision, or adsorption/resorption rate of the alkali metal with the BASF. surface, multiplied by an empirical constant.
[3] The observation that the exchange current was proportional to the alkali metal gas collision frequency, with the empirical parmeter nearly independent of temperature and pressure, suggested that the exchange current could be modeled fairly simply and formed the basis for the model developed in this paper.
[3] While differences exist among the results from various electrode materials, the exchange currents of oxide-free metallic electrodes show both a relative] y narrow distribution at the same temperature, as well as similar temperature dependence. There is a decrease in observed exchange currents for some electrodes at high temperature as grain-growth in the porous metallic electrode occurs, reducing the length of the three-phase boundary between electrode, electrolyte, and vapor.
[12] This observation indicated that the reaction zone was confined to a region quite close to the three-phase boundary, with a width much less than 0.25pm, a radius of grains or pores in Mo electrodes at which further increases in grain and pore size significantly reduced measured exchange currents.
I)IMCRIPTION OF !IYIE MODE].
This paper will discuss the microscopic mechanisms which account for the observed electrode kinetics of the alkali metal coated porous metal electrode/p"-alun~ina/alkali metal vapor three-phase interphase region.
We describe a detailed mode] without empirically derived parameters. This model is constructed using physical parameters which are known or can be estimated (sometimes with poor precision) with some reliability, and includes only physical processes for which there is substantial evidence. For convenience, the discussion of reaction steps generally will describe the cathodic reaction, an electron tunneling from the Mo electrode to a Na+ ion, with eventual resorption of a sodium atom, but apply equal] y well to the reverse, anodic reaction. Asymmetry will only enter the treatment when transport effects are discussed. At zero volts, all of the reverse steps are cxpally likely, and generally K may be substituted for Na, or W or other metal electrodes may take the place of Mo, with change in the work function. The morphological parameters for the electrode and the exchange current dependence on temperature are well characterized only for 0.5 pm thick molybdenum electrodes. The basic model describes the reaction as a four step sequence: (1) diffusion of Na~ ions to the reaction site; (2) stretching of the Na+ ionic bond with the /? "-alumina surface to reach a configuration suitable for accepting an electron to form a surface bound NaO atom; (3) electron tunneling from the Mo electrode to the ions; and (4) dcsorption of NaO atoms weakly bound at the reaction site on the p"-alurnina surface. The first two steps have little effect on the rate, as they are faster than the third step at the temperatures under consideration, and neither of these steps has any dependence on position. The tunneling step is very fast close to the three phase boundary line, but is slow at distances of several nm from the three phase line, and hence defines the effective reaction area,
The basic model has no adjustable empirical parameters and reproduces the temperature dependence, in the range from 800 K to 1200 K, of the exchange current of the porous Mo electrode, NaO vapor/Na-p''-alumina system very well. The exchange current varies by a factor of about 100 over this temperature range. We use geometric mean values instead of the most favorable values of these parameters. We evaluate two additional mechanisms, including electron hopping along the defect block and ion/atom mobility on the spinel block surface. Additional experimental data will be required to determine what changes in the model are justified to i reprove agreement between experiment and calculation.
EI,EC'I'J{ODE MOIU>J 101 OGY
Three morphological parameters directly affect the reaction rate. These are the length of the three-phase boundary, the fraction of the BASE surface which is electrochemically active, and the contact angle between the electrode and the BASH. 'T'he reaction area depends linearly on both the length of the three-phase boundary and the fraction of BASE surface composed of eleetrochemically active [hkO] crystallite faces. The reaction area also depends on the contact angle between crystallite grains of the porous electrode and the solid electrolyte, beeause the area of the electrode surface from which electrons can tunnel to NaA ions on the surface of defect plane blocks of the BASE decreases as the angle between the surfaces increases. The length of the three phase line and the contact angle have been charaterizcd by scanning electron microscopy. We have previous] y reported surface dtzoration experiments which were used to attempt to measure the fraction of BASE crystallite grains which are electrochemically active in typical ceramic, with results from 5-30%.
[3] The crystal structure of alkali P "-alumina is well known, with quasi-two dimensional defect blocks containing conducting ions isolated by spine] blocks.
BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The work function of the porous metal electrode is the height of the energy barrier for tunneling from the electrode to the sodium ion on the BASE surface.
Extensive measurements have been made of the work functions of Mo and W, with alkali metal sub-monolayer films. We use the work function for Na on W since that of Na on Mo is less well characterkwd, and the differerws should be minor. Sodium depresses the work function somewhat less than the heavier and more electropositive alkali metals, but some measurements are available, [9,1 O] A surface structure and sodium ion population for the defect block is assumed which is similar to the known structure structure in the crystal interior, although some simplification of distribution of sodium ions to a regular period is made. Mecton migration away from the three phase region occurs by a random walk, and both the rearrangement of sodium ions prior to tunneling from sodium atoms and the resorption of sodium atoms are activated processes, 'I'he rate of resorption is about 3000 titnes faster at 1300K than at 700K, while the sodium ion stretch required for rearrangement is about 30 times faster at the higher temperature, calculated from the known resorption energies of sodium ions from sodium beta alumina crystals. [15] The tunneling rate is not very temperature dependent, so the number of hops is the average residence time of the sodium atoms before resorption ti mcs the hopping frequency, so that about 100 times more hops occur at 700K than at 1300K. The addition of the electron hopping mechanism brings the calculation to within a factor of two lower than experiment at 700K and about a factor of three lower at 1250K. It's poorer agreement at high temperature suggests that a weakly activated transport process such as surface diffusion of sodium ions to the spine] block surfaces between the defect blocks, of sodium atom transport along Me/p "-alumina grain boundaries to the Mo grain edge may be responsible for the remaining discrepancy.
We make the assumption that reactive surface grains are oriented with [001] The rate of the Na+ diffusion step to the reaction site is estimated from the conductivity of Na~ /3 "-alumina single crystals at high temperatures. We assume that the structure of the defect block at the surface is not substantially moditkxl, and that the Na+ ions are restricted to the defect block surface, There appears to be no reported evidence about diffusion mtcs of Na+ across the spinel block surface. The thickness of the defect block (>.216 nm) is somewhat greater than the diameter of the Na+ ion, because some ions are above and some are below the plane of the center of the defect block, and the BASE defkct block structure readily accommodates the larger K+ ion (.266 nm) with slight c axis expansion.
The spine] block is 0.85-0.90 nm thick, and migration of Na+ by less than 0.5 nm onto spine] block surfaces could quadruple the rate if surface migration over this distance is competitive with the resorption rate of the alkali metal from the defect block. Surface decoration experiments indicate that the BASE surface is ciividcd into inactive and active grains, but these experiments were conducted at lower temperatures; additional information provided by the decrease in the exchange current with Mo grain-growth showjng that Na+ ion diffusion over distances >0.1 pm onto [001] grain surfaces is not important. The calculation assumes electron transfer only to Na~ ions on defect block surfaces. Rearrangement of bond distance and geometry when electron transfer takes place is expected to be very rapid, but may play a role in limiting electron transfer by a series of hops between the electrode and sodium ions outsjde of the range of high probability direct tunneling, Because the entire electrolyte surface is exposed to collisions with sodjum atoms, there is no reason to expect concentration gradients of adsorbed alkali atoms under steady state conditions, and even at non-z~ro dc currents the adsorbed sodium atom comxntration on the BASE surface will tend to equilibrate through the gas phase.
'I'he resorption rate is taken to be equal to the collisjon rate of alkali metal vapor in equilibrium with the liquid alkali metal, implying a sticking coefficient of 1.0, and complete reversibility. Wetling characteristics of liquid sodium on BASE provide qualitative information about the surface energy between liquid sodium and BASE. Liquid sodium does not wet BASE at low temperatures, but does wet it at temperatures above about 673 K.
[12] The low temperature behavior may be affected by surface contamination. We have found that liquid sodium can be poured from BASE tubes at about 400K without leaving a sodium film, following long-term high temperature operation, but Na films form at higher temperatures. This moderate wetting suggests that the interracial free energy betwexm liquid sodium and BASE is probably positive, but smaller than the surface free energy of sodium, at least at higher temperatures. A molecular orbital calculation of the binding of a single sodium atom to an A10~2-cluster in the environment of an ionic solid has been carried out and results indicate that if appropriate charge compensation occurs, atomic sodium will bind to a B"-alumina surface, but that because fl''-alumina has no low-lying unoccupied electronic levels, the sodium 3s electron will remain associated with the sodium atom. [14] This suggests that the adsorption of a sodium atom can not be considered to involve ionic, covalent, or any other strong chemical bond, We cannot estimate the binding energy of a sodium atom or a sodium layer on a BASE surface more preckely with currently available data. We therefore use an approximation to the binding energy of a sodium atom at the surface of the bulk, with its number of nearest nejghbors reduced from about 12 to about 9, recognizing that this value js still Possjbly too large, especially at low pressures and coverages in which the adsorbed layer does not have the characteristics of bulk liquid sodium. 
MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND RESULTS
The microscopic model for kinetics and transport in AMT13C electrodes requires understanding of the dependence of electrode operation parameters on electrode and interface morphology, as well as experimental characterization of these parameters with respect to temperature and other variables. This model contains significant simplifications, but it begins to put AMTPJC electrode mechanistic phenomena at a molccu]ar level on a more quantitative basis.
The llaradaic impedance of the liquid sodium electrode/Na-BASE interface is negligible. As a result the impedance of AMTEC cells contains significant contributions from BASE and lead ohmic resistances and small inductances from the lead configurations, and a major IJaradaic impedance only from the porous electrode/BASE/vapor interphase region on the low pressure side of the AMTEC cell. Measurements performed on oxide free thin (0.5~m) Mo and (1 .0-1 ,Spm) W/Rh and W/Pt el~trodes have shown fairly consistent exchange currents which are proportional to collision rates of Na gas at the interface over several hundred K.
[3] Elcztrodes containing metal oxide phases exhibit both fairly high ionic and electronic conductivity, and their exchange currents are often significantly higher, by a factor of 5 or 6, than those of oxide -free metal ehxtrodes. The transfer coefficient, a, has bcm determined to be close to 0.5 based on high quality impedance data on mature electrodes at high temperatures, T> 1100K, and no systematic deviation from this value is observed on cooling, although the scatter in derived values increases substantially. This argues for a simple, symmetric reaction for Na t + e -+ Na.
Morphology of the Three-I'lmse Interface
1/or high performance 0.5 ~m thick Mo electrodes, using data for grain size, void area from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of Mo elecrodcs, initially deposited as sputtered films, following operation in AMTEC cells or sodium or potassium vapor exposure cells at temperatures from 1150-1200K and operation times of >25 hours, the approximate electrode grain/BASE contact angle is estimated at 60 degrees, the length of the three-phase boundary, I ~, is estimated to be 3 -6 x 10s m per m 2 of projcctcd geometric electrode area, A GEOM " The total three-phase boundary length is the product of the number of grains per unit area and the length of the boundary of a single grain.
A somewhat fuzzy experimental upper limit on the extent of the reaction znne can also be established, since the grain-growth of thin Mo electrodes at -1200K leads to a drop in the observed exchange current as the Mo grain size increases from approximately 0.5 to 1.0 pm and pores in the Mo film of 0.5 to 5.0 pm diameter appear. Therefore we can expect that the upper limit of the extent of the reaction zone is less than 0.25 pm, the radius of smaller pores, and the lower limit is on the order of about 1.0 nm, since a smaller reaction zone could not possibly account for the observed rate since too few collisions would occur in this area.
Estimates of the macroscopic fractional reactive surface area of a BASE ceramic surface, F~m~range from 5 % to 30% of the total BASF. surface area, A~As~j which in turn is several times the projected surface awt, AGFQM, because the ceramic has a bumpy, irregular surface. These estimates are bawl cm low temperature surface decoration experiments, and scanning electron microscopy, for FB [XE and A~A~R, respectively. [3] We adopt a microscopic model in which one defect block, 3x10-10 m in width, extends away from the three-phase boundary, as shown in F@rc 1. We arbitrarily choose a perpendicular orientation from the three phase line, but all possible orientations exist and the density of defect blocks on [hkO] planes as a function of distance from the three-phase line is uniform averaged over a large area. We calculate how many defect blocks oriented perpendicular to the three -phase line would be required to account for all the defect block area pcr square meter of BASE surface coated with porous electrode. Calculations are carried out in cylindrical coordinates in which x' is the distance from an area clement of a defect block along a line normal to the electrode and r is a radial coordinate on the electrode surface away from the intersection of the normal, The contact angle between the electrode and the BASE is O. For acute angles, the normal to the electrode surface is above the three-phase boundary by a distance, h(x), such h completes the right triangle with x and x'. For values of r > h, only the portion of the ring of width dclr with an angle above $1 and below 27r-fI measured from h is electrode area which contributes to the tunneling current,
If on] y the defect block edges are reactive fractional microscopic reactive part of the three phase boundary is in the range of 0.04 to 1.0 x 106 n~/n12. The model is developed for one defect block for clarity and multiplied by 6.7x1014 defect block edges/m2 for a typical Mo electrode.
lksorpt ion or Collision Rate of Na Atoms
The collision rate for sodium atoms with the surface come from the kinetic theory of gases, since gas pressure is due to momentum exchange when gas molecules strike a surface. At equilibrium, we assume the sticking coefficient is 1.0, but that every adsorbed atom from a collision is balanced by a dcsorbcd atom.
x Na = P/[2*sqrt(m~ak~T)l [14. 2] The collision rate per square meter of surface exposed to sodium vapor, X~, is 6.888x 1 &@/sqrt~r)) m-2s-]. If we assume that the collision rate controls the reaction rate, as is suggested by the similar-i ty in the temperature dependence of the collision rate and the exchange current, but assume the reaction is limited to defect block surface close to the three phase boundary, we can calculate a semi-empirical rate which agrees moderately well with experiment for a reaction zone width consistent with typical high probability tunneling distances. Closest approach of the Na+ ion is taken as 0.1 nm.
Determining the Ion Diffusion Rate
The rate of sodium ion diffusion into defect block surface sites is assumed to bc the same as the rate of diffusion into sites within the bulk crystal of the electrolyte, except that there are fewer neighboring sites. The diffusion rate is calculated from the high temperature conductivity of sodium P "-alumina, assuming nearest jumps only from second nearest sites or nearest sites. Ionic conduction, diffusion, and ion jump frcxplcncy all are activated processes with identical activation energies.
We derive parameters for high temperature ion diffusion using equations from Sato which relate conductivity, diffusion, and attempt frequencies:
Physical parameters for the activation energy averaged from several measurements, (E) = 2.6284678 x 10-20 J/ion and the pre-exponential for conductivity y, U. = 3X104 K/(ohm-cm), given by Moseley. The work function of the alkali metal-coated electrode is fair] y low; the Fermi level itself is raised because of surface states, which may be described possibly too simply as oriented dipoles with the negative pole inside the electrode surface and a positive pole ( the alkali ion ) on the external surface of the electrode, due to alkali metal adsorption on the metal electrode surface. The reaction probability, P, for electron tunneling to a sodium ion at distance a in a defect plane edge is described using as a model a simple rectangular potential barrier with a height above the Fermi level equal to the ehxtrode's work function, @ x 2.5 eV = 4.00x10 -]9 J, for a Mo or W alloy electrode covered with a partial monolayer of Na. 
Sodium Ion/Aton~ Reorganization Term in Tunneling Probability
The binding energy of the Na+ ion to the p"-alumina surface is known, and the equilibrium distances of Na+ ion and the NaO atom to the /? ''-alun~ina surface may be estimated. We make a rough estimate of the binding energy of the NaO atom to the p"-alumina surface. We can also construct what should be faMy reasonable simple potential energy vs. distance diagrams for these the ion and the atom on the P" surface, because we can describe the attractive term in the ion's case as a ion-ion or an ion-dipole interaction, and in the atom's case as an induced dipole-ion or an inducti dipole-dipole interaction, Since the binding energy of sodium ions to p-alumina single crystals is known, and the expected sodium ion-oxygen ion distance may be estimated, the potential well is first constructed from the sum of attractive potential going as r-l and a Lennard-Jones repulsive potential going as r -12 . The potential well is approximated to a harmonic oscillator which will give the same potential difference when a Ad = 0.0888x 10-9m occurs. Recause the appropriate vibrational excited states are highly excited, and the vibrational energy levels of a Na+ bound to the p"-alumina surface are relatively close together, the occupation of vibrational states is treated as if it were continuous Boltzman distribution. [r@. 14]
The kinetic energy of a classical harmonic oscillator becomes zero at maximum extension, for example of a stretching bound particle. So at maximum extension, The resorption of Na~ions deposited on sodium p-alumina of composition Na 2 0. 8(A1203) cut along the a-c plane show several peaks corresponding to a variety of energies, with the second lowest energy, and most prominent peak at 2.18 eV. [15] A lower energy peak at 1.68 eV exists but is very insignificant compared with the larger peak, especial] y at higher rates. [1 S] Then the energy for a 0,0888nm stretch necessary to put the sodium ion at the same distance from the surface as the sodium atom is F.~, = 44.46 kJ/mole for 0.0888nm displacement,
3.5

Properties of the Electrode and 'hnncling Attempt Freqnency
Tungsten and molybdenum have body centered cubic crystal structures, with two atoms and 12 valence shell electrons in unit cells with a x 3.15 ~. In operation of electrodes in alkali metal vapor, these electrodes are covered with a partial monolayer of adsorbed alkali metal atoms. The work function of the alkali metal-coated electrode is fairly low. We will use expressions for the density of occupied states and electron collision frequency based on the frecelectron model; although transition metals are general] y not considered well described by the free electron model, W and Mo are among the most conductive transition metals, and their low temperature electronic cxmtributions to the heat capacity: 1.3 and 2.0 ml/(mol-K2), respectively, compared with calculated values of 1,112 and 1,099 mJ/(mol-K2).
[Kittel] The electron kinetic energy related to electron velocity is calculated. The tunneling attempt frequency, xt(c), is calculated from the electron velocity, v(~), the density of states,~(c ), and the Fermi -Dirac distribution function ,~(c ), where c is electron energy.
The density of states at the Fermi level, calculated using a free electron model is fair] y high. 'I'he equations used to determine the relevant parameters are from Kittel, and Table I gives the parameters used to determine the tunneling probability for W and Mo.
[Kittel] The Na+ ion density in BASE is also fairly high in electrochemically active BASE grains. As a result, these probabilities along with the reactant/product densities and the observed lack of significant activation energy, except for the activation energy associated with alkali metal evaporation, strong] y support the tunneling model and suggest the BASE defect block edge as the reaction site. Additionally these observations suggest that the reaction occurs primarily close to the three phase contact line.
The Fermi-Dirac distribution function gives the occupancy of states as a function of energy and temperature. Multiplied by the density of states function, D(c), gives the density of occupicxt states. Tunneling occurs when the initial and final state have similar energies. The Na+ /NaO electrochemical couple is in equilibrium with the chemical potential of the electrode, although individual ions and atoms also will show a distribution of energy levels. The energy at the Fermi level, ~ ~ s P, the chemical potential at temperatures which are not extremely high. In order to find the collision rate of electrons with the electrode surface, the total velocity is divided by 2*sqrt(3) to determine the velocity component perpendicular to the electrode edge of those electrons traveling toward the dge, and the density of states is multiplied by the Fermi function to give the number of filled states. The Fermi function is 1/2 at the Fermi energy, Because the Na~ /NaO electrochemical couple is in equilibrium with the Fermi level of the metal, tunneling can take place, but only electrons within about f k~T of the Fermi energy can contribute, because the initial and final states must have the same energy, so that in the final state the adsorbed sodium atom has an energy between O and 2k~T above its lowest energy state. (Electrons at higher energies could contribute but there are not enough of them to change the result.)
We are counting collisions of electrons within + k B T of Cr The number of collisions by electrons in this energy range.
The total reaction rate is determined from the tunneling rate and the resorption / adsorption rate, X.a, occurring sequential y. The latter controls the rate close to the three-phase interface, and is not dependent on the integration variables. The integrated rate with respect to distance is most conveniently integrated using conical coordinate about a normal to the plane of the electrode surface.
The product of the tunneling probability, P~(x,r, c), with an attempt frequency, W.(C), for electrons near the Fermi level "colliding" with the eketrode surface, integrated over the distance between the eleetrode and Na+ sites, and over the occupied energy states in the electrode, gives the overall tunneling rate, K~(x,r, e). The number of oceupicd energy states as a function of energy is given by the product of the I~ermi-Dirac distribution function, ~(c) and the density of states, D(c). The at(empt frwpency, W~(~), is calculated from the velocity of electrons at the Fermi level, the dcnsit y of states, and the occupancy of states given by the J ~ernli-Dirac distribution function, Calculation of a reaction rate from Hq. 2a rquires that estimates of the densities of states from which the elcetrons tunnel, and the density of Na+ ions on the surface of the solid electrolyte, which are the eleetron acceptors to which the electrons tunnel, The value of the reaction rate is taken to be the product of several terms. The tunnclling attempt frequency, is itself a product of the free electron collision for electrons close to the I%rmi level, the Fermi function which gives the temperature dependent part of ehxtron density, and the density of states at the Fermi level. The density of Na+ occupied surface sites on the BASE defect block surface; and the transmission probability, P, have been described above. 
3.6
Solving the Integral
The integral which gives the total reaction rate is calculated by evaluating at discrete points over the two conical spatial coordinates and the energy coordinate. This calculation is designed to carry out a triple integral over two spatial coordinates, x and r, in conical coordinates, and over energy, from EFkBT to ~F+kBT, to compute the exchange current of an AMTFW electrode.
The total rate integral can apparently bc solved in closed form only if the electrode area providing tunneling electrons is fixed. This is an unrealistic assumption. The integral is most rcadil y and precisely evaluated numerical] y over two conical spatial coordinates, x and r, and one energy coordinate, e.
The innermost integral calculates the rate contribution over energy, calculating electron velocity, collision frequency, and tunneling probability with respect to energy, and evaluating these quantities from E = cF-kBT to c = cp+kBT in steps of kBT/l O. integrating over energy is not necessary to obtain fairly good accuracy, as it may be approximated by assuming that there are 2kBT*~(c F)*~(eF) electrons It also calculates the area of the ring-like area element from r to r plus delr and at constant distance from the BASE area element. The ring is truncated at the three-phase boundary. Therefore its area depends on the value of r and dclr, and also on the distance above the three-phase boundary of the intersection of the normal to the electrode from the BASE segment.
Effect of electron hopping along defect block on reaction rate
We will compare this rate to the rate of a evaporation of the bound sodium atom or ion, in order to determine how far out from three phase line electron hopping can occur before the probability of evaporation overwhelms the probability of hopping. Hopping cannot occur efficiently between adjacent defect blocks because the distance is about 1, lnm and only about 2 sites are close enough to the site on the adjacent defect block to be within the 1.1-1.2nm range for very low probability tunneling. It is also necessary to determine the stretching distance and rearrangement energy which must occur for a bound sodium ion before an electron from a neighboring sodium atom can tunnel to it. The distance between occupied sites is typically d2~ = 0.32389x10 -9 m, while the distance for a stretch which brings the sodium ion to the approximate equilibrium position of an adsorbed sodium atom is d,l, = 0.0888x 10 -9 m, (Na+ rearrangement stretch).
The transition probability for vibrationally excited states of the sodium ion to states of the sodium atom were discussed above in section 3.4A
The following calculation is correct for the transition from the single optimumally vibrationally excited state of the sodium ion on BASE to the the equilibrium state or excited states of the bound sodium atom. There are about thirty other vibrationally excited stated of the sodium ion on BASE which make lesser contributions to the overall tunneling probability. We can expect that the vibration necessary for electron hopping will occur several orders of magnitude faster than resorption, However tunneling can only occur if one state is filled and the other empty. The chemical potential, determined by the activities of Na+ and NaO in the BASE, is in equilibrium with that in the porous electrode, (which tells us nothing about their surface concentrations) so the work function of the electrode is equal to the tunneling barrier for electron tunneling from NaO to Na~ on the defect block surface.
If first site jumps and second site jumps are both allowed and equally cmmmon, we would expect about 314 jumps before resorption occurs. In fact, site occupancy is always less than 1.0, and there may not be space for Na + and NaO to occupy sites O. 24nm apart, so nearest site jumps may not occur. Electrostatic repulsion should tend to keep two Na~ ions from occupying adjacent sites. If only second site jumps are allowed, we can expect only about 43 jumps, or 21 nm maximum hopping distance, before resorption occurs. The most likely physical picture is first and second site jumps mixed with third site jumps. A few larger jumps would not important for the following reasons. (1) A mechanism for a four site jump with intervening NaO can occur via two second site jumps, at time equal to the sum of two second site jumps, (2) The migration of a Na+ to the defect block surface segment containing three sequential vacancies will occur much faster than hopping. Because of these reasons, jumping over two vacant site is the lowest frequency process we need to consider within the defect block, and hopping between defect blocks is clearly not important. The radius of the Na+ ion, rN, + = 0.097 x 10-9 m, and the radius of the sodium ZitOlll iS rN, = 0.186 x 10 -9 , indicating that they probably will not reside on adjacent sites unless bond formation occurs. Hopping between adjacent defect blocks will occur much less frequently than dcsorption, and may be ignored, except perhaps in the case of defect blocks parallel to the 3-phase boundary, where large numbers of filled states on one block and unfilled states on the mores distant block exist to allow occasional electron transfer. If the defect block has a regular structure, we can expect about half the total BR and mid-oxygen sites (we count the pair of m .o. sites as one site) to be Occupiti, with the remaining sites filled predominately with more strongly bound Na+ and the remainder with less strongly bound Na O . We will arbitrarily assume 1/3 of the sites are vacant, 1/2 have Na+ ions, and 1/6 have NaO, Hoever, if an electron hops to a sodium ion adjacent by 0.32389x10-9m to a sodium atom with anothe sodium ion adjacent to it, the probabilities of the disposition of the two electrons after one hop of each sodim atom's valence electron is identical to that if the two valence electrons did not effect each other, assuming hops of only two sites occur. Therefore the random walk calculation is carried out for a regular sequence of sodium ions each separated by two sites from their neighbors.
There will be about one NaO in the first 1,2 nm reaction zone away from the three-phase line, but we will carry out the calculation to determine the disposition of one electron associated with one NaO at 1,Onm in the reaction zone.
At the stationary state, no gradient exists, so the problem bczomes a random walk, with U(x,t) giving the probability that the electron has travelled to point x in time t.
U(x,t) = 1 /(2nt)05 exp [-x 2 /2t] [Ill. 15] We also assume that electrons which hop to the three-phase line tunnel to the electrode, instead of being reflected, but that the rapid tunneling within the first nm maintains the NaO concentration in this regime, so that the concentration of NaO at the edge of the reaction zone does not decrease. On average, at 10(K)K, the electron associated with NaO can only hop for 2.16 x 10-8 s before desorbing; but each hopping step occurs once in 3.???x 10-10 s, so 61.6 random hops are possible.
This allows on average 61.6 jumps for a maximum travel of 19.92nm before resorption, and average random travel of 1.927nm, effectively multiplying the overall reaction rate by about 2.93 = (1.0 + 1.93), for defect blocks perpendicular to the 3-phase interface.
For an average orientation of defect block at 45 degrees to the 3-phase boundary, instead of the perpendicular defect block we have bmn considering so far, results in hopping away from the 3-phase boundary for an additional 1.31 nm beyond the direct reaction zone, if a NaO gradient exists. The average direct tunneling reaction zone is about 1.55nm long, so that the total reaction zone is multiplied by 2.86/1 .55.
DISCUSSION
There are several sources of uncertainty in the model as well as several physical] y reasonable processes which might affect the rate but for which there is no available experimental or theoretical basis for quantitative assessment, The sources of uncertainty are:
1.
2.
3 . .
4.
Morphological parameters 1.1 Length of three phase interface 1.2 Contact angle between electrode and solid electrolyte 1.3 Area of electrochemically active solid electrolyte 1.4 Density of defect blocks on electrochemically active areas on BASE Binding energy of Na to BASE surface has not been directly measured but estimated to be close to binding energy of Na atoms to Na bulk, probably somewhat lower resulting in faster adsorption / dcsorption. This will be discussed in detail below.
IIOCS the apparently fast (compared with adsorption/desorption) diffusion of Na+ to/fronl the reaction site need to be included. Does a vibration associated with the sodium moving from the position favorable for an ion to that for the larger neutral atom need to be considered? It also should be a very fast process.
Since the Mo electrode is coated with Na, the Fermi level is raised, and we use a simple free electron model to compute "attempt frequency" for electron transfer from the metal to the sodium ion. Mo and W are among the closest to free electron metals of transition metals, based on high conductivity and on the electronic component of thermal conductivity, which agrees rather well with that calculatml for six free electrons per atom, It is possible that there may be a minimum approach distance, on the order of perhaps 0.1 to 0.2 mn, which occurs in the actual system. However it is also possible that some asymmetry exists for this reaction even though it is not reflected in an clear deviation of the transfer coefficient, a, from a value of 0.5. Reduction of Na+" may occur under the electrode grains to some extent, and while Na+ would be expected to be absent, or strongly bound on IIASII surfaces away from the defect block, Na atoms may diffuse on BASE to the reaction zone.
For accurate assessment of the exchange current, it will be necessary to include the accurate functional dependence of each parameter in the rate equation on alkali metal activity. These parameters have bwn usually approximated as constants, Adsorption of NaO on BASE Wetting characteristics and interracial resistances which indicate interface characteristics of liquid sodium on BASE suggest a weak attractive interaction at higher temperatures and a weak repulsion at lower temperatures. Only coverage fairly close to the three phase line (within several run) is important, as tunneling rate drops off rapid] y with distance, and it doesn't matter if wc underestimate the tunneling rate at close in distances where the evaporation rate controls the rate because it's so much lower than the tunnclling rate.
Since the Na atom and either K' or the K atom has a diameter about as large as the defect plane, and the coverage is about 0.5 or perhaps a little lower, we take d(e-) = 0.5, neglecting surface states further removed from the defect block intersection with the 3-phase line, The binding enthalpy of the sodium atom to the BASE surface is a good example of an estimate, taken to be equal to the heat of evaporation of liquid sodium, which was made with some experimental and theoretical justification, in the absence of quantitative measurements.
The heat of vaporization of an atom of sodium in the liquid phase equals the total enthalpy change when a sodium ion is separated from an electron in the liquid sodium reservoir at "12?, travels through the @"-alumina, recombines at the exterior elcctrodc with the electron, and escapes into the gas phase as a neutral atom, [ Vining ] Much of the AM'1'IW literature implies that the tmthalpy of the last process is essential] y equivalent to the heat of vaporization, although this is not required from thermodynamic considerations alone. [ DcJonghe, ] However, thermal characterization of the AMTEC cell has been carried out, and has detected no indications of unusual heats associated specifically with the transfer of the sodium atom at the BASF. surface to the gas phase. [Dxpand and reference: Ryan] Calculations of the nature of sodium atom binding to the @"alumina surface have been carried out. [ F.xpand and refer] Neutral Na isotherm on BASE should be measured.
IIWhcrmore, the absence of appropriate energy levels in BASF. capable of accepting electrons front an adsorbed sodium atom, or surface atoms which could readily expand their coordination number to form covalent bonds to the adsorbed atom both indicate that the adsorption is weak and nonspecific.
This reasoning does not immediately lead to the conclusion that the adsorption energy is equivalent to the heat of vaporization of the liquid, but does suggest that the adsorption energy should not bc much greater and could in fact bc significantly less. When the observation of good wetting of BASE by liquid sodium at elevated temperatures is also considered, we arrive at the conclusion that the sodium-BASF. interaction is not significantly weaker than the sodium -sodium interaction, and find a justification for estimation of the Sodium atom binding energy to the BASH surface to be about the same as the binding energy of the atom to its liquid -the heat of vaporization.
Adsorption of alkali atoms on Mo, W, and alloys.
The low work function on Na of K covered Mo or W is associated with the adsorbed aton]s/ions. K tends to behave largely as an adsorbed ion and Na is more similar to an adsorbed atom, although both are neither pure] y ionic or atomic on the surface. Coverage is probably several tenths of a monolayer at the pressures typical of those used to determine exchange currents, since the binding energy for the first few tenths of a monolayer is about 2.5 times the binding energy at a full monolayer.
'l'he calculations are normalized to unit activity and a full monolayer would exist under these conditions, but this would on] y increase coverage by a factor of 2 or 3, affecting exchange current minimally, and we do not actually measure exchange currents at that pressure, and can Several mechanisms which are physically reasonable could be responsible for the higher value of the exchange current compared with the calculated exchange current:
1.
Electron hopping along defect block edges to reduce Na~ at much larger distances than would be accessible by direct single step tunnc]ing will significantly increase the overall rate. This process is expected to drop off as evaporation successful y competes with the series of tunneling steps.
2.
Rapid surface diffusion of Na+ away from defect blocks to cover the surface of the BASE spine] blocks would substantially increase reaction area by at least a factor of three to four.
? . .
Role of boundary between electrode grains and BASE; can sodium diffuse along this grain boundary and would diffusing for 5 nm or so show up in the measured transport?
The high frequency exchange current clearly has a contribution from reaction sites that Na can 't readily escape.
CONCLUSIONS
Given the experimental observation that the and can be accounted for by a reaction zone mar the interracial reaction rate is not activated, three-phase interface line, the most likely mechanism is electron tunneling from the electrode to a N-a' ion at the surface of the beta';-alumina, which involves tunneling through a barrier equal to the work function of the electrode surface (-2.5eV) with a barrier thickness of s 1.0 nm.
The alkali metal atom is therefore produced on the BASR surface and may travel by gas phase diffusion or chemisorb on the metallic electrode and move by activated surface or grain-boundary diffusion.
If sodium atom mobility on the surface of BASE is more rapid than the -'" resorption rate, this proecss will have the same effect as rapid Na+ mobility, L and will tend to make the effective reaction area equal the entire [hkO] surface within the tunneling distance of the porous metal electrode. If both sodium atoms and sodium ions diffuse more rapidly on this surface than the resorption ) rate, the increase will be determined by the effect of the more rapidly moving ./' s ies, and the effects will not be additive.
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